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Bioscience Ethics

Bioscience ethics facilitates free and accurate information transfer from applied

science to applied bioethics. Its major elements are: increased understanding

of biological systems, responsible use of technology, and curtailment of

ethnocentric debates more in tune with new scientific insights. Coined by

Irina Pollard in 1994, bioscience ethics has become an internationally

recognized discipline, interfacing science and bioethics within professional

perspectives such as medical, legal, bioengineering and economics. The

fundamental feature of this book is its breadth, which is important because

bioscience ethics interweaves many diverse subjects in the process of gathering

specialist scientific knowledge for bioethical review. It contains chapters which

embrace topics affecting human reproduction, end-of-life care and euthanasia,

others which challenge human-dominated ecosystems, and review population

growth, economic activity and warfare. A background section describes the

evolution of ethical consciousness, explores the future and proposes that the

reworking of ethical boundaries can enhance mature decision-making in

harmony with changing technology.

IRINA POLLARD is an Associate Professor in the Department of Biological

Sciences at Macquarie University in Sydney. In the 1990s, she initiated and

developed new ways of communicating science described as bioscience

ethics. Her research activities have generated a deep concern for social justice

and, as a result, she is active in community education and serves on local and

international Institutional Ethics Committees. Through UN-affiliated

organizations, she is occupied with international bioscience-bioethics

education projects via active membership of UNESCO’s School of Ethics and,

more recently, as the Chair of the Australian Unit of the International

Network of the UNESCO Chair in Bioethics. In 2007 she was elected to the

Board of Directors of the International Association of Bioethics. She also

founded the Bioscience-Bioethics Friendship Co-operative (BBFC) web portal

at http://www.bioscience-bioethics.org/ which provides free admittance to

educational material in the areas of stress physiology, reproduction,

toxicology/teratology and environmental ethics, and access to other useful

links for those interested in bioscience and bioethics.
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Preface

The ethical dimension of science is significant because all of us will

need to participate, as citizens, in making informed choices about its uses and

abuses. Biological education, while consistent with new knowledge, ought also

to be relevant to real-life experiences within sociocultural and ethical contexts.

The indiscriminate use, abuse and misunderstanding of science’s valuable

technological developments are, beyond doubt, a matter of ethical concern

and collective responsibility. To adequately respond to the challenges that our

technological-based predicaments have created, a deeper understanding of

biological systems is essential. To this end, the new transdisciplinary field

dubbed ‘bioscience ethics’ provides unique opportunities for advancing bio-

logical understanding within the scaffolding of ethics. Without free and

accurate access to scientific, medical and technological expertise – factors

which drive present-day social change – the search for a bioethics in tune with

modern reality is severely disadvantaged. Bioscience ethics provides a source

of information that bridges the gap between applied science and applied

ethics. The concept does not displace bioethics; rather it aims to assist its

growth. As the interface between scientific endeavour and its application into

acceptable forms of bioethical consensus, bioscience ethics demands increased

understanding of biological systems, the responsible use of technology and

curtailment of ethnocentric debate in tune with scientific insight. The funda-

mental feature of this book is its breadth – by integrating ethics with the life

sciences and by emphasizing that the human condition is the product of past

and present circumstance, it highlights the ethics that emerging scientific

insights may involve. Publications such as my introductory text, Life, Love and

Children: A Practical Introduction to Bioscience Ethics and Bioethics (developed for

open-access educational purposes), have generated growing interest in

bioscience ethics by students and academics as well as the general public. This

book responds to the growing interest by adaptively integrating traditional
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reductionist insights within broader cross-disciplinary levels of bioethical

significance. My hope is that, with deepened biological understanding, new

standards of social conduct, more in cooperation and harmony with the

environment and ourselves, will evolve.

Irina Pollard
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